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An estimate for Hecke Zeta-functions with Gro ssencharacters on the critical line
is proved which corresponds to the classical result ‘(12+it)R= ( |t|+1)16+= on
Riemann’s zeta-function. The constants implied in the R-sign depend neither on the
conductor nor on the exponents of the Gro ssencharacter.  1997 Academic Press
Kaufman [4] and Heath-Brown [2] were able to estimate the Dedekind
Zeta-function of an algebraic number field K of degree n over the rationals
in the form
‘K (12+it)R= |t|n6+=+1 (=>0). (1)
Heath-Brown applied an n-dimensional variant of van der Corput’s
method. In this paper we follow that method to give a similar estimate for
zeta-functions of K, whose coefficients are Gro ssencharacters in the sense of
Hecke [3].
The subject matter of this paper forms part of the authors thesis (Marburg,
1990). He thanks Professor Dr. W. Schaal and Professor Dr. J. Hinz for
fruitful discussions during the preparation of it.
For the conjugates of any : # K let
:(q) # R (1qr1), :(q+r2)=:(q) (r1+1qr1+r2=r+1).
Then a ‘‘Gro ssencharacter for numbers’’ to the modulus f, f an integral
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the exponents 2aq # Z (r1+1qr+1) and bq # R (1qr+1) satisfy
some relations, which ensure +(’)=1 for any unit ’#1 (mod f) with
’(q)>0 (1qr1).
A totally multiplicative function * defined on the semigroup of ideals of
K is called ‘‘Gro ssencharacter for ideals mod f belonging to +,’’ if its values
on principal ideals can be expressed in the form
*((:))=/(:) v(:) +(:), (3)
/ denoting a multiplicative character to the modulus f and v a sign character,







for some aq # [0, 1]. (4)




*(a) Na&s (_=Re s>1),
where the sum is taken over all ideals of K.
Let gq= gq(t, v+) :=2+|aq+i(t+bq)| and g= g(t, v+) :=>r+1q=1 g
eq
q ,
where as usual eq equals 1, if 1qr1 , and equals 2, if r1+1qr+1;
obviously ( |t|+1)nR+ gR+ ( |t|+1)n holds.
Kaufman [4] proved ‘(12+it, *)Rf g16(log g)C assuming gq Rg1nRgq
(1qr+1), in the special case of *#1, this result supersedes (1) in
having a power of log( |t|+2) instead of ( |t|+1)=. The restriction on the
gq ’s (which, of course, is satisfied for |t|t0(+)) is a very natural one
and used in several parts of Kaufman’s proof. Under this assumption,
the r+1 factors of +(:) |N:|&it corresponding to the conjugates :(q)
behave similarly. But in most applications the bq may vary in the same
range as t does (such applications will be discussed in a subsequent
paper [7]).
The only result on the magnitude of Hecke’s zeta function on the critical
line which lends itself to such applications is due to Rademacher [5]:
‘(12+it, *)R(gNf)14 log(gNf)n.
In the present paper, restrictions of Kaufman’s form are omitted by using
Rq ’s due to Lemma 2 below (instead of Rq=R1n). Our result is
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Theorem. For any Gro ssencharacter * mod f belonging to +, any ideal f0
dividing f and any positive number = we have
‘(12+it, *)R(gNf)16+=+(Nf0)12+=+\N ff0+
14+=
the implied constant depending on = and the field K, only.
This can be interpreted as a direct generalization of a result on Dirichlet
L-functions due to Heath-Brown [1].
The right-hand side of the inequality above can be chosen to be
(gNf)16+=+[Nf14+= (f0=(1)!]; if there is any divisor of f having a
‘‘good’’ size one can obtain better results.
To prove the theorem we shall assume that * is primitive (i.e, / is
primitive) since otherwise there is a f$ dividing f and a primitive
Gro ssencharacter *$ mod f$ satisfying *$(a)=*(a) for any ideal a prime
to f. The Euler product furnishes
|‘(12+it, *)|= }‘p | f (1&*$(p) Np
&12&it) ‘(12+it, *$) }
d \ ff$+ |‘(12+it, *$)|,
where d(a) denotes the number of ideal divisors of a.
Moreover, we have to deal with the case *{|*| only since the other case
is covered by Heath-Brown’s result on ‘K . Therefore, ‘(s, *) is an entire
function of s.
We reduce the proof of the theorem to estimating the mean value of an
integral and a character sum and then we consider the integral. Here our
brevity will be justified because the arguments used are similar to the ones
in [2]. In a third part, we apply a number field analogue to the methods
used in [1] to deal with the character sum, and in a final part the proof
is completed.
We identify any : # K with the vector (:(1), ..., :(r+1)) # Rr1 _Cr2 arising
from its conjugates and we define for x # Rr1 _Cr2 the vector
x_ =(x_1 , ..., x
_
n) :=(x1 , ..., xr1 , Re xr1+1 , ..., Re xr+1 , Imr1+1 , ..., Im xr+1) # R
n ;
conversely, for x # Rn x& =(x&1 , ..., x
&
r+1) # R
r1 _Cr2 is uniquely defined by
(x&)_ =x.
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1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS




R |s|v e |u|32.
Proof. Stirling’s formula gives
Re(log 1(s+u)&log 1(s))
=Re(u log s+(u+s& 12)(log(u+s)&log s)+O( |u|+1)).
For |s|2 |u|, the right-hand side is R( |u|+1) log( |u|+2), while
otherwise it equals
v log |s|&w arg s+\u+s&12+ log \1+
u
s++O( |u|+1)
v log |s|+O( |u|+1). K
As Hecke [3] showed, !(s, *)=As1(s, *) ‘(s, *) is an entire function and
obeys the functional equation !(s, *)=W!(1&s , *) with some complex
number W of modulus 1, where
A :=( |d | Nf?&n2&2r2)12, d the discriminant of K,
1(s, *) := ‘
r+1
q=1
1 \eq2 (s+|aq |+ibq)+ .
With s= 12+it, hence 1&s =s, we obtain





















u }+ } |
&1+i
&1&i
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? }:a *(a) Na
&sW0(Na, t, *) } ,
where


















|s+|aq |+ibq | veq2 e |u|
2 2R(gNf)v2 e |u|22.
The arguments of [2, p. 326] leads to
\ ddx+
k
W0(x, t, *)Rk x&k whenever (gNf)12 exceeds x.

















As in Lemma 2 of [2] we obtain
:
a





*(a) Na&itW1(Na, y) dy
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with a W1 satisfying
\ x+
k





W1(x, y){0 O ye<x< y.
For an ideal class k in the widest sense and an ideal b prime to f in the
class inverse to k one has
} :a # k *(a) Na
&itW1(Na, y) }= } *(b) Nbit :
(:)/b
*((:)) |N:| &it W1 \ |N:|Nb , y+ }
=|Sb ( yNb)| y&32,
where
Sb ( y$)= :
(:)/b
*((:)) |N:|&it W2( |N:|, y$)
and
W2(x, y$)=W1 \ xNb ,
y$
Nb+ y$32Nb&32.
We have (x)k W2(x, y$)Ry$&k and W2(x, y$){0 O y$ex y$.








provided that xc2 log(2Nf). So k&1 contains a prime ideal not dividing f
of norm Rlog(2Nf). We may assume NbRlog(2Nf), therefore.
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k } :a # k *(a) Na









|S b ( y$)| y$&32 dy$++\gNfY +
C2
Y (1&C)2




where the first maximum is taken over all ideals b prime to f whose norm
does not exceed O(log 2 Nf).
Analogously to the proof of Lemma 3 in [2] the existence of a function
W3 # M :={W # C(Rn) | DnW(x)Rn y&|n|1n \n # Nn0 , |n| 1=: nq+
W(x){0 O c3y1n<|x
&
q |<c4y1n, 1qr+1= ,
satisfying
Sb ( y)= :
: # b






9(x)=v(x&) +(x&) |Nx& |&it, (7)
and c41c3>0 are constants depending on K, only.
We have 9W3 # C, since W3 vanishes on an open set containing all
discontinuities of 9.
Lemma 2. For any 1gR1, there are Rq satisfying >r+1q=1 R
eq
q =
(c3 4)n R and c3 (4gq)Rqc3 4, 1qr+1.
Proof. Obviously, it suffices to prove by induction: For any k1, and
0<wq1, and any W :=>kq=1 wqR$1 there exist R$q # [wq , 1] with
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>kq=1 R$q=R$. If k=1 one chooses R$1=R$. So we may assume the correct-
ness for some k.
There is no loss of generality in assuming wk+1=max(wq | 1qk+1).
For wk+1(R$W)&1(k+1), R$q :=wq(R$W)1(k+1) does the trick. Otherwise,
we have >kq=1 wq=Wwk+1<R$(WR$)
k(k+1)R$ and by the induction
hypothesis there are R$q # [wq , 1] (1qk) fulfilling >kq=1 R$q=R$. So we
may choose R$k+1=1. K
We define
H=[; # bf0 | |;(q)|(Rq2) y1n, 1qr+1]





and numbers Rq as in Lemma 2. Then,








|H|&2 |[: # b | W3(:
_+;
_
){0 for at least one ; # H]|
_ :














;1, ;2 # H






























by use of the CauchySchwarz inequality and
‘ wqNhR |[: # h | |:(q)|wq]|R‘ wqNh by [6, Hilfssatz 10].
Here W4(x, ;) denotes W3(x+;
_
) W3(x); clearly, W4 # M holds.
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For ;=0 the bound : # b |W3(:
_)| 2RyNb will be used while for ;{0
the sum has to be transformed into a more convenient form: Define
? : [x # Rr1 _C2r2 | xq=x q+r2 (r1<qr+1)]
 Rr1 _Cr2 , (x1 , ..., xn) [ (x1 , ..., xr+1)
and let [:1 , ..., :n] be a Z-basis of bf, A=(: (q)i )
(n, n).
Then |det A|=- |d | Nbf holds, and the columns of A&1T consist of the
conjugates of a Z-basis [#1 , ..., #n] of 1bfd, where d denotes the ramifica-























e(k } ,&1(x)) 8(x)(2&r2 |det A| )&1 dx
by means of the n-dimensional Poisson summation formula (note W4 # M)
and the substitution x=,(z).
Now
k } ,&1(x)=k } A&1?&1(x& &&)=A&1Tk } ?&1(x& &&)=?&1(#) } ?&1(x& &&),




:(q) (: # K), (z, w) := :
r+1
q=1
eq Re(zqwq) (z, w # Rr1 xCr2),
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e((#, x&) ) 9(x+;
_
































|E (;, #)| |I(;, #)|+ ,
E (;, #)= :
& # b
& mod bf
/(&+;) /(&) e(&S(#&)). (10)
Choosing X=c5(N(bf0)R)+(gNf)13, Y=RgN(fbf0)gNfNb, and C=1
in (6) we obtain the following result of the first section:
Proposition 1. There is an ideal b prime to f, NbRlog(2Nf), and a
y # [(gNf)13, gNf] such that for any R # [1g, 1]









|E (;, #)| |I(;, #)|+
12
holds.
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Here I and E are defined by (9) and (10), the assumptions (8) are
fulfilled, and
g+Nf+R&1Ryc6R(gNf)c6 (11)
for some c6 .
2. ESTIMATION OF THE INTEGRAL
The most important tool to deal with the integral given by (9) is
Lemma 4 of [2], which we quote:
Lemma 3. Let I/R an open interval of length L, . # C(I ) real-valued
and W # C(I ) having support in I. If there is a number F>0 satisfying
F|.$(x)|5F, x # I
.(k)(x)Rk FL1&k, k2, x # I




e(.(x)) W(x) dxRkL(LF )&k
for any k0.
For fixed ; # bf0 with 0<|;(q)|Rqy1n(c3 4) y1n, the definition of
W4 leads to
U0 :=[x # Rn | W4(x, ;){0]




/U2 :=[x # Rn | x
& # X r1q=1 (R&[0, ;
(q)]) x X r+1q=r1+1 (C&[0, ;
(q)])] .
There is a single-valued branch lq(z) of log((z+; (q))z) defined on the set
C&[0, ;(q)], since this can be embedded in a simply connected subset of
the Riemannian sphere, in which z [ (z+;(q))z has neither poles nor
zeros.
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|x&q | i(t+bq) eq
=(+v)(x&+;)(+v)(x&) |N(x& +;)|&it |Nx& | it















, x # U1 , 1qr+1.
Here and in the sequel the factor eq&1 is used to deal with the real con-
jugates (qr1 ; thus eq&1=0) and the nonreal conjugates (eq&1=1) in
the same formula. In the second case, the first equality above results from
the CauchyRiemann differential equations.
This gives
q .(x)Rk |;(q)zq | y&2nRRqgqy&1n, 1qn, (12)
defining terms like gq to be gq&r
2
, if qr+2,
























q+;(q)) } , 1qn. (14)
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Lemma 4. Let x # Rn and 1qn. There are disjoint intervals Jx , q, 1
and Jx, q, 2 with
y1nRlength(J x, q, p)Ry1n or Jx , p, q=<
and
[v # R | x+vuq # U0]/Jx , q, 1 _ Jx , q, 2 /[v # R | x+vuq # U1],
where uq denotes the vector of length 1 in the q th direction.
Proof. We assume the existence of some v fulfilling x+vuq # U0 since
otherwise one could take Jx , q, p=<. Moreover, we assume xq=0.
For qr1 , J x , q, 1=[c3y1n, c4y1n], Jx, q, 2=&J x , q, 1 may be chosen.
For r1+1qr+1, we choose Jx , q, 1 to be [&c4y1n, c4y1n], Jx , q, 2=<,
if |xq+r2 |(c3 2) y
1n holds, while otherwise Jx, q, 1=[(c3 2) y1n, c4y1n]/
[c3y1n&|xq+r2 |, c4 y
1n], J x , q, 2=&J x , q, 1 , are admissible.
A similar argument works when r+2qn. K
This gives
Proposition 2. There is a c7>0 with: For any y # 1bfd and any
q # [1, ..., r+1] subject to |#(q)|c7Rq gqy&1n+= one has
I(;, #)RC, = y&C( |#(q)|+1)&2n,
where C>0 can be chosen arbitrarily.
Proof. For any x # Rn one has
Ip, j (x) := } |Jx, p, j e(\ep #
_
p v+.(x+vup)) W4(x+vup) dv }




if |#_p |(c7 2) Rpgpy&1n holds, since this by (12) implies







so F=|#_p |2 is admissible in Lemma 3, since W4 # M and (13) holds.
If one takes p # [q, q+r2] satisfying |#
_
p ||#(q)|2 (if qr1 , one takes
p=q), (15) holds for p. Fubini’s theorem, therefore, gives
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|I(;, #)||
Rp&1_[0]_Rn&p
( |Ip, 1(x)|+|Ip, 2(x)| ) d n&1x









by a suitable choice of k=k(C, =).
Here we must have Rpgp1 because of Lemma 2; indeed, the special
form of the Rq ’s enters the proof only at this point. K
Proposition 3. I(;, #)R= g&12 |N;|&12 y32+=.










For some smooth function | : R  C satisfying  |=1 and |(x){0 O
|x|<1 the definitions
W5(x, y)=W4(x, ;) ‘
n
q=1





} } } |
yn+Ln
yn&Ln




e((#, x&)+.(x&)) W4(x, ;) \1L |Rn ‘
n
q=1
| \xq& yqLq + dy+ dx
=
1
L |Rn I(y) dy.
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Now
V1 :=[y # Rn | I(y){0]/[y # Rn | _x : |xq& yq |<Lq , W4(x, ;){0]
/[y # Rn | 34 c3 y





X nq=1 [ yq&Lq , yq+Lq]/U1 (17)
Let
Q :=[q # [1, ..., r+1] | gq |;(q)| y1n]
={q # [1, ..., r+1] | Lq=c38 (gq |;(q)| y&3n)&12=
and for q # Q let
Wq :=[y # V1 | |q.(y)&i(eq&1) q+r2 .(y)+eq#
(q)|y=nL&1q ].
For y # Wq and x with |xq& yq |Lqc3 8y1n, in the right-hand side of
(14) is by (17)
Rgq |;(q)| y&3nLq RL&1q since q # Q.
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Lemma 3 leads to
I( y)Rk|










If the hypothesis on the real part does not hold the imaginary part satisfies
a similar estimate since y # Wq . Therefore, (18) can be proved in this case




L \|q # QWq |I(y)| dy+|V2 |I(y)| dy+Ry
1&=kn+Vol(V2), (19)
where V2=V1&q # Q Wq .
For x, y # V2 and q # Q, the left-hand side of (14) does not exceed











2 |x&q |&|;(q)|ry1n (and q # Q O |zq |+2=gq y1n|; (q)|4c34, so
|zq |gq 2), implies because of (14) and (17)
y=nL&1q rgq |;
(q)| y&3n min( |x&q& y
&












q+; (q)| )Ry=nL&1q (gq |;(q)| y&3n)&1= y=nLq








min(1, (gq |; (q)| y&1n)&12)
g&12 |N;| &12 y32+=.
The proposition follows by choosing k in (19) sufficiently large because
|N;| y and g yC6 by (11). K
3. ESTIMATION OF THE CHARACTER SUM
Instead of E (;, #) a character sum closely related to it will be investigated.
Let g denote an ideal of K, / a primitive character of the multiplicative
group mod g, and _ a primitive character of the additive group mod g.
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For integers ;, # of K let
E(;, #)=E(;, #, /, _, g)= :$
& mod g
/(1+;&*) _(#&),
where &* denotes the unique solution of &&*#1 mod g and the dash
indicates restriction of summation to & prime to g.
Proposition 4. There is an integer $ of K, ($, g)=1, satisfying




provided (4, g) | ;.
Proof. g can be written as a product of powers of prime ideals,
g=>si=1 p
ki
i , say. There are primitive multiplicative characters /i mod p
ki
i




Thus, E(;, #, /, _, g)=>si=1 E(;, #, /i , _i , p
ki
i ), and it suffices to deal
with the case g=pk. Define integers t, u, v by
(g, ;)=pt, (g, #)=pu, (g, 2)=pv; (20)
we conclude that t2v and assume p2v+1-4, since otherwise the assertion
follows from |E(;, #)|NgN(4, g).
We shall need the following.
Lemma 5. The number of solutions of x2#: mod pa does not exceed
2NpvN(pa, :)12.
Proof. Any solutions &1 , &2 fulfill pa | (&1&&2)(&1+&2). On the other
hand, (&1&&2 , &1+&2 , pa) | (2&1 , pa). So pa(2&1 , pa)&1 divides one factor.
This proves the lemma when pa-: because this implies (&1 , pa)2=(:, pa).










Since _ is primitive the first sum vanishes if u<k while the second one
vanishes if u<k&1. Thus, |E(;, #)|Npu=(Ng)12 N(g, ;)12 N(;, #, g)
N(;, g)&1, t=k.
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If u=k and tk&1, we have




/(1+;&) }Ng12N(;, g)12 N(;, #, g)N(;, g) ,
since the sum vanishes unless t=k&1.













The inner sums vanish for u<t and t<u, respectively, since _ and / are
primitive. So we have to deal with 0t=uk&1, especially
N(;, #, g)N(;, g)=1, only.
Since & [ (&+;)& is a rational function over the finite field ZKp having
exactly one pole and one zero, an estimate of Weil [8, p. 206] gives
|E(;, #)|= } :& mod p /((&+;) &*) _(#&) }2Np
12=d(g) Ng12
if k=1 and u=t=0.
By + [ /(1++) a character of the additive group p[(k+1)2]pk is given.
On the other hand, the formula + [ _($+), defines a character of this
group, where $ may be any residue mod p[k2]. This construction produces
Np[k2]=|p[(k+1)2]pk| different characters, which coincides with the num-
ber of characters possessed by the group. So there is a $ satisfying
/(1++)=_($+) \+ # p[(k+1)2]; (22)
p does not divide $ because / is primitive.
If k2 and t=k&1[(k+1)2] (22) and Weil’s estimate for the
Kloosterman sum [8, p. 207] yield
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|E(;, #)|=Npk&1 } :$& mod p _(;$&*+#&) }
=Npk&1 } :$& mod p _(;($&*+#$&)) }
2Npk&12d(g) Ng12N(;, g)12,
since & [ _(;&) being a nontrivial character mod p. Here #$ denotes the
solution of ;#$## mod pk.
In the remaining case 0u=tk&2, let s :=[(k&t)2]1, hence























Since (22) allows us to write /(1&;&*2(1+;&*)*+)=_(&$;&*(&+;)*+)
the inner sum vanishes unless $;&*(&+;)*## mod pt+s  $;#
#&(&+;) mod pt+s  $;"+;$2#(&+;$)2 mod ps, where ;$ and ;" denote
the solutions of ;#2;$ mod pt+s and ;"##; mod pt+s, respectively. Let
M1 :=[& mod ps | (&+;$)2#$;"+#;$2 mod ps, p-&(&+;)].
If t1, p | # and p-$;" give |M1 |2Npv, whereas p does not divide 2;# in
case t=0. This implies by Lemma 5
|M1 |2N(ps, $;"+;$2)12=2N(ps, $;#*(2*;)2)12
=2N(ps, 4$+;#)122N(pk, (4$+;#)2)14.
Thus
|M1 |2NpvN(pk, (4$+;#)2)14. (23)
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/(1+;1++;2+2) _(#+) } ,
where ;1 #&;&*(&+;)* mod pk, ;2 #;&*2(&+;)* mod pk.
Now, if k&t is even or p divides 2, Npk&sNpvNp(k+t)2 follows and
the proposition can be proved by use of (23) and the trivial bound for the
inner sum.
In the remaining case p-2, k&t odd, let
M2 :=[& # M1 | ;21 #2;2 mod pt+1].
M2 is empty unless t=0, since pt | ;1 and pt+1-;2 .
Then 3sk, so + [ /(2*(1+(1++)2)) defines a character of pspk. As
in the proof of (22), one shows that there is an integer $$ # K subject to
/(2*(1+(1++)2))=_($$+) \+ # ps. p does not divide $$ since this would
imply /(2*(1+(1++)2))=/(1++)=1 \+ # pk&1, contradicting the
primitivity of /.








(note 2s+1=k) can be different from zero only if ;1$$+# # ps+1 holds.
For any &1 , &2 # M3 :=[& # M2 | ;1(&) $$+# # ps+1],
;1(&1)#;1(&2) mod ps+1
O &1(&1+;) #&2(&2+;) mod ps+1 by definition of ;1
O (2&1+;)2 #(2&2+;)2 mod ps+1.
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Moreover, from &1 # M2 we have
(;1(&1))2#2;2(&1) mod p O ;#2(&1+;) mod p O p | 2&1+;.
We infer from Lemma 5 that
|M3 ||[&2 mod ps | (2&2+;)2#(2&1+;)2 mod ps+1]|




since &1 # M1 implies (2&1+;)2##*;(4$+#;) mod ps and p-2#;.













































since the inner sum vanishes unless (2;2&;21) +2 # p
k&s; i.e. +2 # ps+1.
Combining the last results furnishes
|E(;, #)||M1&M2 | Np(k+t)2+|M3 | Np (k+t+1)2
(k+1) N((;#+4$)2, g) Np (k+t)2,
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M3 being empty unless k2 is odd; hence k+14. This completes the
proof of Proposition 4. K
4. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF
To prove the theorem it remains to estimate the double-sum appearing
in Proposition 1. For brevity let











Proposition 2 implies I(;, #)RC y&C( |#(q)|+1)&2n whenever there is a q
satisfying |#(q)| yq . This will be fulfilled if | # | :=maxq |#(q)| exceeds
c7g (c7 Rq gq y&1n+=, 1qr+1). In this case |#(q)| can be chosen to
be | # |.





_q : |#(q) | yq
# # 1bfd
|E (;, #) I(;, #)|









(| # |+1)&2nRyc8&C (see (11)). (25)
As shown in (5) there is an ideal c$, Nc$Rlog(2Nf), prime to f in the
class of 1bfd; taking c=c$b one has (c, f)=1, NcRlog2(2Nf), 1cfd=(.)
is a principal ideal, and
[# # 1bfd | |#(q)| yq]=[#. | # # c$, |# (q)| y$q],
where y$q :=yq |.(q)|.
We prove the theorem under the further assumption of (4, f) | f0 (thus
(4, f) | ; for any ; # bf0). For other choices of f0 the theorem then follows
by its application to f 0=f0[(4, f)4, f0] and by 1N(4, f0)N(4, f)4n;
thus Nf0 RNf 0 RNf0 .
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Choosing a solution of :#1 mod f, : # c/b one infers from Proposi-
tion 4,
|E (;, #.)|= } :
& # b
& mod bf
/(&+;) /(&) e(&S(#.&)) }
= } :& mod f /(&+;) /(&) e(&S(#.:&)) }
4n d(f) Nf12 N(;, f)12 N((;#+4$)2, f)14
N(;, #, f )
N(;, f)
(; # bf0 /(4, f))
for an integer $=$(.:) # K prime to f, since _ : { [ e(&S({.:)) defines a
primitive character of the additive group mod f.




































the star restricting the sum to pairs (;, #) satisfying f1=(f, ;),
f2=((;#+4$)2, f), f3=(;, #, f). Condition
(f2 , f1) | 16 (27)
is a consequence of ($, f)=1.
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Subdividing the sum over ; into sums taken over [x$q<|;(q)|2x$q ,


















&n especially kq Rlog(X+2).
Since $ is prime to f the second sum vanishes unless f2 divides 16. In this




























|[; | x$q<; (q)|2x$q , (;)=(;$)]|,
where f$2 denotes the (unique) ideal of minimal norm fulfilling f2 | f$22 .
Because there are only finitely many units ’ satisfying 12|’(q)|2 the
last term is bounded by a constant depending only on K. The second
expression does not exceed d(({))R |N{| =R(XYNcf)=Rycg=. {#0 mod f1 f3
and {# &4$ mod f$2 hold simultaneously iff some congruence mod f4=
lcm(f1 f3 , f$2), say {#{0 mod f4 , holds.
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In view of (27) we obtain Nf4=N(f1 f3 f$2)N(f1 f3 , f$2)rN(f1 f3f$2)r



















































since f3 | f1 , f0 | f1 and f2 | 16(ff1) by (27).






















Because of (8) the last summand does not exceed the first one and the
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Using this and (25) we see from Proposition 1












where R must be chosen subject to 1gR1.
If Nf30gNf(gNf0)






otherwise, one chooses R=1 in case of gNfNf30 , obtaining then
\Nf0R +
12






and R=1g in case of gNf>(gNf0)3, implying
\Nf0R +
12







This completes the proof. K
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